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via  the  Internet,  people may vote on concrete decisions,  or  people  may be   involved   in  online
discussion and deliberation.














profoundly change people’s  life  and our society.  As with the introduction of all new technical



























mediating role of  voting  technology in  the relation between citizens and the political world of















“image”  people  have of  what   is  going  on12.  Partly  due   to   the  huge  importance  of  media   in  a
democracy, the latter has its own dynamics. An important phenomenon in the constitution of this
image is trust. It is not only important that a system is reliable, it is also important that people









In   recent  years,   in   social   sciences   and   ethics,   there   has   been   a   remarkable   growth   in   the
literature about trust. This has been accompanied with a growing appreciation of trust. But what is
trust?  The  most   general   and   therefore   least   controversial   definition   derives   from  Simmel:   ‘a
blending between knowledge and ignorance’.  On one hand it implies more than naively hoping
things will be going well. Trust does not arise spontaneously; it is a rational decision in the sense

















expression   in   the   fragility  of   trust16.  Trust   usually   exists   in   a   self­evident  way,  based  on   the
generalisation of experiences. People extend experiences to similar cases, and stabilise indifference
to variation. Generalisation means that the environment is seen as a more or less coherent whole.






calls   ‘system   trust’.   This   kind   of   trust   does   not   apply   to   interpersonal   relations,   but   to   the
functioning of a certain socio­technical system as a whole. System trust implies renouncing, as a
conscious risk,  some possible  further   information  and continuous monitoring  of   results.   It   is  a







their   fellow citizens  will   never  understand   them.  The  citizens’  decision   to   trust   the   engineers
touches a different dimension,  which cannot  be understood and  justified completely in rational




























In   ethical   considerations   concerning  voting,  we  have   to  pay   attention   to   trust   in   order   to
preserve the stable character of democracy. Paper voting has earned a large amount of trust in the




reason,   the   actions   that   are   invited   are   political   passivity   on   the   one   hand,   and   protest   and
obstruction on the other.
PRINCIPLES OF VOTING
Some principles  have been  established  to  guarantee   the proper   functioning  of  elections   in  our
democracy.   These   principles   should   make   sure   that   the   goal   of   elections   in   representative
democracy ­ i.e. establishing a parliament that forms a representation of the people based on some









































































The   voting   machines   currently   used   in   the   Netherlands   and   many   other   countries   are   not
particularly suitable for verifiability. In the transition to voting machines in the Netherlands, it has







Some   researchers   state   that   secure   Internet   voting   is   impossible,   because   it   cannot   be














Because   of   the   dynamics   of   mediation   in   relation   to   trust,   Internet   voting   can   change   the
intersubjectively constituted image of voting and democracy.  In this section, we investigate the
most fundamental   issue  that  is  related to this mediating role of   technology.  Voting carries one
particularly important aspect of democracy: the tension between public and private20.
There has been much debate on the question what  the essence of democracy is.  In political






requires   a   delicate   balance   between   personal   and   public   matters.   Personal   convictions   and
individual preferences are presented in a public space that is filled with discussion and debate.
Politics has to do with “making visible”: showing to the public and exchange of opinion22.
In   recent   years,   a   growing   awareness   has   developed   that   this   not   only   requires   formal
institutional arrangements. Institutions only function in a dynamic relationship with the appropriate
mentality. In all democracy theories, it is recognised that at least a minimum of a positive attitude
towards  discussion and deliberation is  required.  It   is  a danger  for  democracy when  the citizen








sociologists  Elchardus  and  Smits   convincingly   showed   that   a  growing  number  of  citizens  are
alienating from the discussion­and­debate culture. They distrust not so much institutions in which
professionals work with their particular skills, but particularly those institutions that are set up to












































surrounding,   Internet  voting  introduces  a  “public  moment”   in  a  private  surrounding.  This may
reduce the aspect of voting as part of a larger public process in the experience of people. This will
have   implications   for   the  way   people   understand   democracy,   and  we   have   to   discuss   these
implications before we introduce the technology on a large scale.
RULES FOR DESIGNING INTERNET VOTING SYSTEMS
In the previous sections, we discussed how Internet voting may change democracy. Internet voting

















votes  were   received  via   the   Internet.  About   280  000  people   chose   to  vote   by  ordinary  mail.
27 This aspect is also known as “family voting”.
28 Actually, some secrecy has already been sacrificed by the abolishment of the obligation to vote in the Netherlands in
1970. Whereas your vote is still  secret  if  you vote,  whether you vote or not is now public information and therefore
subject to manipulation.
29 See e.g. Joaquim et al (2003) for an overview and an example system.








voting  systems,  and  their  ethical   implications.  We will  discuss  some risks34  involved   in online
voting,   and  we  will   explain   how   the  RIES   system   tackles   these   issues35.  After   this,  we  will
summarise our recommendations. We will see that gaining trust in such a system requires a delicate
balance between conflicting values.







However,  in online voting this  is a  less  important  issue. Because people vote at home, and

















On   the   other   hand,   the   current   elections   do   not   even   allow   for   vote   checking   and   full
independent recount at all. Recounting is especially intricate when voting machines are involved.
The vote stored in the machine at the time of voting may already be different from the voter’s
intention,  without any chance of  detecting this.  In this sense,  online  voting may even  improve
transparency,  at   the  cost  of  a  more   complex  election   system,   that  may  not  be   explainable   to
everyone37.
34  Jefferson et al  (2004) argue  that Internet  voting cannot  and should not be used in  the near future,  due to  security
problems. We take a more pragmatic view, and follow Alvarez and Hall (2004) in their opinion that more (scientific)
experiments are needed to provide a good overview of problems and solutions.
35  For more details about  the RIES system, we refer to  Jacobs and Hubbers  (2004) and Hubbers,  Jacobs and Pieters
(2005). See also http://ww.rijnlandkiest.nl, consulted April 29, 2005.
36  The Security  of Systems group at  the Radboud  University  Nijmegen did this  for each election  that  used the  RIES
system (Hubbers, Jacobs and Pieters, 2005).







such   a  measure.  We  think   that   the   option  of   vote   verification   (which   requires   keeping   some
information  about   the  vote)   is  more  attractive   than   trying   to  maintain   secrecy  where   it   is  not
possible.




























































































where  people  are  very  susceptible   to   all  kind  of   influences.   Internet  voting   implies   a   loss  of













Since the  technology  is  not  neutral,  not  only  the relation between citizen  and state  will  be
changed   if  we adopt  new voting   technology,  but  also  the expectations  people  have  about   this
technology should be considered critically. We discussed how existing principles of democracy,
based on traditional paper voting, function as expectations of actors in experiments with Internet






We should  assess   the  demands   for   the new democracy   that  we want.  These  new demands
should provide a context in which the technology and the accompanying organisational and legal
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